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A woodland and farmland walk with a delightfut stretch along the Penryn River.

@ fn" walk starts at the public car park at Mylor Bridge grid reference SW804 362.
Turn left up Lemon Hill, past the Lemon Arms and the village pump to the road
junction. Turn left to pass the chapel and the school and continue along Comfort Road
out of the village, past the 30mph de-restriction sign and Bellair Farm on the left.

@ fu- left along Broads Lane and follow it to a gateway on the left with a sign stating
Private Road. Go through this gateway up the track past the drive to Enys and cross a
stile into the woods on the left. Through the woods, continue ahead where another track
crosses the path to a kissing gate into a field. Follow the left hedge to a kissing gatc
down into the woods. Continue on up hill to a wide track. Cross this track diagonally
left to enter a field. Follow the right hedge to the next stile. Continue straight ahcad
across the field and the drive to Enys and on over another stile into Gwarder Farm lanc.

@ Continue ahead to the farm gate. Take the marked footpath on the right through l
small wood to another stile and out into a field. Follow the left hedge to a gate onto l
lane. Tum left and on up to ajunction. Turn left and continue along the farm lanc to
the road. Turn left to a stile on the right and down a hedged lane to another roacl.
Continue down the offset road to the next road.
Cross the road and continue downhill between garages and a house with the garagcs
on your left. Bear right and take the tarmac hedged path and continue downhill. After
going down four or five steps turn left opposite a lamp standard to walk in front of
houses and then down steps to the road. Turn left, Cross the road and take the path on
the right immediately below St.Gluvias Church car park beside the Islington Wharf.

@ fft" path follows the riverbank through the cemetery and fields to a creek. Go through
granite pillars onto the beach and through the reed bed to join a path coming in from
the left. Turn right at this junction and continue along the well-defined path through
Tlevissome dinghy park to Sailors Creek..

@ Cross the stepping stones and continue uphill on the clear path round the creek. After
going over a stile follow the track across the corner of the field to the right to a flight
of steps down onto the beach, in line with the church tower on the far horizon. Turn
left along the beach to Falmouth Boat Construction yard. Turn right and follow the
track up to the road. Turn right to Flushing village.

@ fo* left at the Royal Standard pub up Kersey Road to a narrow path on the left
opposite Kersey Close. Go up this path to a stile into a field. Follow the left hand
hedge to the top of the field and over a stile into the next field. Follow the right hand
hedge to another stile onto a drive. Tum left to the roadjunction. Cross the road and
continue ahead along the road to a stile on the right to Trelew.
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@ f""p to the hedge on the left to the bottom of the field and on to a path through the
woods. Follow the path down hill to a farm gate by Tfelew Farm. Go through the gate
and continue ahead on the clear path through the woodland and up to the farm lane.
Turn right along the lane and walk down to the road. Tum left along the nanow
creekside road to the cross roads. Turn right down the hill to the river and on up
Lemon Hill back to your starting point.


